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THE PHYSIOLOGY OF FISHES. Volume 2, BEHAVIOR. Margaret E. Brown,
Ed. New York, Academic Press Inc., 1957. xi, 526 pp. $14.00.
The second volume of the series Physiology of Fishes deals with a wide
variety of subjects under the common heading of Behavior. This mislead-
ing title is unfortunate, but the contents are a very pleasant surprise.
Included are chapters dealing with: nerve system (central and autonomic);
various organs of special sense, such as the eye, acoustico-lateralis system,
as well as the gustatory and olfactory senses; swim bladder; electric and
luminous organs; pigments; color changes; physiological genetics; water
quality requirements; behavior, including conditioned responses, ethological
analysis, reproductive and parental behavior. Many of these subjects have
lain fallow overly long and thus have sorely needed review by competent
workers.
The material is well presented and often so superbly summarizes the
field that the curious reader will be stimulated to pursue further the pro-
vocative ideas. Further, the material is not limited to academia but both
explains and suggests practical methods to fisheries, biologists, and con-
servationists.
In the remarkable selection of the authors for the various chapters, the
editor has given us an impressive list of authorities whose high caliber and
precision of writing unquestionably make this volume among the best of
the many dealing with fishes which have appeared in the last few years.
The severest criticism which may be applied to this work is, as indicated
above, the unfortunate choice of the sub-title. This volume is enthusiastically
recommended.
WALTER CHAVIN
THE FIGHT FOR FLUORIDATION. By Donald R. McNeil. New York, Oxford
University Press, 1957. x, 241 pp. $5.00.
This is not a book for readers who have little knowledge of the amazing
ramifications of the currently raging controversy over fluoridation of public
water supplies. McNeil is not a scientist who attempts to settle the issue
by weighing the arguments for and against it; his obvious purpose was to
produce an entertaining, semihistorical account that would help win over
converts for unquestioning acceptance of the novel public health measure.
As a contribution to the history of modern medicine (which must be con-
ceived of as including dentistry as one of its subdivisions) the publication
cannot be ignored completely by the serious student. It contains a great
deal of information pertaining to early researches on the dental disfigure-
ment termed "mottled enamel" and the subsequent incrimination of water-
borne fluorine as an important etiological agent. The first two chapters are
particularly good in this respect. However, only investigations conducted in
the United States are described.
Of special value are the appended "Notes to the Text," which consist
largely of references to unpublished private papers donated to the State
Historical Society of Wisconsin. Of equal worth is the author's piecemeal
portrayal of some of the leading actors in the drama of fluoridation promo-